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Figure 1. (A) MistForm is a shape-changing fog screen, enabling single user and two user interaction (B) with 2D or 3D content. (C)
We describe a computational approach and projection algorithm which work together to minimize artifacts (shape distortion and
uneven brightness) related to projecting on a shape changing fog display (note parallel edges and brightness in the checkerboard).
ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

We present MistForm, a shape changing fog display that can
support one or two users interacting with either 2D or 3D
content. Mistform combines affordances from both shape
changing interfaces and mid-air displays. For example, a
concave display can maintain content in comfortable reach
for a single user, while a convex shape can support several
users engaged on individual tasks. MistForm also enables
unique interaction possibilities by exploiting the synergies
between shape changing interfaces and mid-air fog displays.
For instance, moving the screen will affect the brightness and
blurriness of the screen at specific locations around the
display, creating spaces with similar (collaboration) or
different visibility (personalized content). We describe the
design of MistForm and analyse its inherent challenges, such
as image distortion and uneven brightness on dynamic
curved surfaces. We provide a machine learning approach to
characterize the shape of the screen and a rendering
algorithm to remove aberrations. We finally explore novel
interactive possibilities and reflect on their potential and
limitations.

We present MistForm, a shape-changing display featuring a
fog display surface and mechanical actuation of the fog
manifold. This allows the displacement of a continuous fog
surface in a range of 18 cm. MistForm retains affordances of
both shape-changing interfaces (i.e. change the position of
each point of the display) and immaterial screens (i.e. reach
through capabilities and directional light scattering). For
instance, a convex shape (Figure 1(A)) can cover user’s field
of view, optimize its concavity to allow comfortable hand
reach and allow for interaction in front and behind the
display (i.e. through the fog).
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However, it is the interplay between shape changing and
mid-air affordances that enables unique 2D and 3D
interaction capabilities. First, moving parts of the fog display
will change the angle between the observer and the light
projected, useful to attenuate common issues in fog displays
(uneven brightness and blending of neighboring pixels).
Secondly, MistForm can transform these issues into
controllable features. Using shape to control uneven
brightness and blending can create regions with optimum
visibility to several users in front of it (i.e. shared interaction)
or disjoint regions where each user can see one region clearly
while the others are dim and blurry (e.g. to support personal
views or perspective corrected multiuser 3D, as in Figure
1(B)). Finally, adjusting shape to keep the fog surface within
the depth of field of the user’s eyes features MistForm as the
first display with an adjustable zone of comfort [41],
allowing direct hand interaction with 3D content in much
bigger volumes than typical planar 3D displays.
MistForm’s unique ability to use shape to control fog’s
visual properties also introduces specific challenges.
Projected content will suffer from both uneven brightness
(i.e implicit to fog displays) and geometric distortion (i.e. due
to projecting on a changing curved surface), especially
significant for perspective corrected 3D content.

In the first part of the paper, we focus on addressing the
engineering challenges related to creating shape changing
fog screens. We first contribute the design of our immaterial
shape changing display, MistForm. Next, we identify the
challenges related to projecting on these screens and
formulate a description of the problem and approach which
is scalable for larger display sizes and higher shape
resolution (i.e. more actuators). Concretely, we use a data
driven approach to estimate the 3D shape of the fog screen
based on the input of their linear actuators, and evaluate it
using our prototype. Finally, we contribute a projection
algorithm to correct image distortion (see Figure 1(C)) by
taking shape and fog brightness profile into account, together
with other relevant factors (i.e. projector properties, user’s
location), and report the reduction in distortion achieved.
In the second part of the paper, we contribute an exploration
of the interaction possibilities enabled by shape changing fog
screens, using our prototype to demonstrate key scenarios.
We particularly focus on scenarios exploiting the interplay
between shape changing displays and fog displays. We finish
the paper with a discussion on the future possibilities and
limitations of this type of systems.
RELATED WORK

Our shape changing fog display explores the synergy and
engineering problems of integrating shape changing displays
and immaterial mid-air displays. In this section, we review
previous works on these fields.
Shape Changing Displays
Visions such as Kinetic Interactions [28], Organic User
Interfaces [7] or Radical Atoms [14] have fueled research on
shape changing interfaces in HCI.
When focusing on display systems, FEELEX [15] was one
of the first to feature computer control of bits of the display
surface using mechanical linear actuators. Other systems
such as Lumen [33], InForm [10] or ShapeClip [12] have
adapted this concept to different sizes and formats. Surflex
[6] relied in shape memory alloys embedded in foam, the
Actuated Workbench [27] or BubbleWrap [2] used magnets,
while Takashima et al. [42] used flat panels mounted on
Roomba robots, to mention just some approaches. Works
from Coelho and Zigelbaum [7] or Rasmussen et al. [36]
explore this design space and summarize practical
approaches, and Roudaut et al. [37] describe shape resolution
under ten quantifiable features.
However, most previous works focus on solid display
elements, with only a few systems describing mid-air or
permeable systems. ZeroN [20] features a single mid-air
element relying on electromagnets. Omirou et al. [25] use
ultrasound levitation to control several elements and Sahoo
et al. [39] also demonstrated controlled rotation of the
particles. As per mid-air permeable systems, Sahoo et al. [38]
use charged fog constrained between transparent electrodes
to create a small shape changing display surface, at the
expense of user’s reachability. Lam et al. [17] described a

two-dimensional array of small, flat fog emitters which can
create small fog displays at discrete positions across a
tabletop, but continuity of the screen can only be ensured
across display elements in the same line. A second approach
by Lam et al. [18] mounted fog emitters on moving guides,
allowing for continuous displacement, but not for continuity
across the display. Thus content must be kept small (within
the limits of one emitter).
Immaterial Mid-air Displays

Immaterial mid-air displays form an image plane in space,
avoiding accommodation conflicts in the proximities of that
plane (i.e. in front and behind), and enabling reach through
interactions. Two main approaches are available:
Light converging optics

Light converging optical elements (i.e. optical combiners,
concave mirrors, convex and Fresnel lenses) have been often
used to create a mid-air image by presenting a stigmatic pair
of points of the image at symmetric positions with respect to
the optical elements [3]. Approaches using optical combiners
(e.g. half silvered mirrors) between the user and the image
[11, 19, 26, 30, 32] hinder reachability and interaction.
Retro-reflective imaging [43, 46] allows for reachable
floating images by combining off-the-shelf beam splitters
and retro-reflectors. Instead, HaptoMime [23] uses Aerial
Imaging Plate (AIP) providing similar affordances. Vermeer
[4] uses a swept volume 3D display at the focal point of a
concave mirror and forms the volumetric 3D content in a
small area above the mirror. Although such light converging
methods are effective to present a floating image, when real
objects (e.g. fingers) occlude the light converging elements,
the real objects always appear in front of the floating image
causing incorrect occlusions and eye fatigue.
Light scattering particle

This approach uses particles floating in the air to scatter
projected light. Water drop particles [1, 8], fog particles [16,
31, 34] and airborne particles [29, 40] have been used as
scattering mediums. Such light scattering pattern depends on
the size and shape of the particles used. Most relevant to this
research, Mie scattering (i.e. from spherical particles whose
diameter is around or larger than wavelength of incident
lights, such as in a fog screen) diffuses light directionally
towards the projection axis. This produces uneven brightness
on the images (i.e. very bright when looking straight on the
projector, decaying to the sides, as angle increases). This
issue has been reported [35] and corrected in previous works
[31]. However, this directional scattering can also offer
interesting affordances, to create face to face [24] or multiview displays [45]. We exploit these in this paper, focusing
on their interplay with display’s changes in shape, which
remain unexplored.
MISTFORM: SHAPE CHANGING FOG SCREEN

MistForm creates a continuous and permeable display
surface of 84 cm x56 cm, which can be moved forward and
backwards up to 18 cm, enabling a range of shapes to be
created. Mistform’s working volume is designed to cover the

36 cm). This module blows air around the flexible pipe and
into the flow filter module, to produce a laminar flow of fog.
The screen actuator module consists of five 12V stepper
motors and a Ø 100mm flexible PVC ducting pipe. We made
a Ø 2mm hole array at the bottom of the flexible pipe and
placed it on top of the flow filter module. The pipe is fixed
at both ends and is transversely actuated by five stepper
motors by linear motion shafts. This allows a displacement
of 18 cm at the max speed of 40 cm/s. Mechanical switches
at the end of the shafts’ range (home positions), initialize
them and correct drift during operation.

Figure 2. Overview of the main elements in MistForm. The
actuator module uses a PVC flexible pipe (10cm diameter) and
an array of 5 linear actuators. A fan array creates the airflow
around the pipe and into the filter module, to create a shape
changing fog display with working volume W:84xD:18xH:59
cm.

space for direct 3D interaction an average (or shorter) adult
user can reach, as detailed later in the paper. It can also be
used to support collaborative interaction for two users in
front of it.
The design of MistForm is an adapted version of the one
proposed by Kataoka et al. [16], using a laminar flow of fog
constrained among curtains of air to avoid turbulence and
maintain the consistency of the display surface. We followed
the guidelines proposed by Martinez et al. [31] (projector
above the display, fog flowing down) as our interactive
scenarios also make use of reach through interactions. We
also chose to use a long-throw projector, placed at 2 m from
the display. Firstly, this minimizes the angle between
projector rays and the observer in front of the display, which
allows a better use of the directional light scattering provided
by fog screen (i.e. smaller angles provide more brightness).
Secondly, a longer throw allows projected content to remain
in focus in the 18 cm where our fog screen can move.
As a main difference to previous approaches, our display
includes a flexible fog manifold and five linear actuators,
displacing the manifold in a range of 18 cm, to enable the
shape changing fog surface. This moving manifold requires
an additional display space of 9 cm to each side to protect the
working space with an additional laminar flow of air.
We finally use an off-the-shelf 3D projector and shutter
glasses, to display stereo content, Kinect v1 for hand tracking
and interaction (i.e. its laser projector works even through the
fog) and OptiTrack for head tracking and perspective
corrected rendering.

The fog distribution system delivers fog to the flexible
manifold, using a fog machine and a 12 cm DC circulation
fan. The fog distribution system controls the fog density and
velocity, and influences pipe flexibility (i.e. air pressure
changes the stiffness of the fog pipe).
The flow filter module consists of multiple layers of Ø 6 mm
vertical fluted plastic. This fluted array filters the wake
turbulence created when the flow from the air curtain module
blows around the circular pipe, creating a laminar air curtain
around the fog screen. This combination of modules results
in a dynamic fog screen moving inside a volume of W:84 cm
x D:18 cm x H:59 cm. However, this arrangement allows for
3D content to be projected without vergence-vsaccomodation conflict [13] within a volume of W:84 cm x
D:30 cm x H:59 cm (MistForm’s working volume), as
detailed in our exploration of interaction possibilities.
Challenges & General Approach

MistForm offers interesting affordances, such as maintaining
the display surface within ergonomic reach for the user,
better support for free hand 3D interaction or support for 3D
multiuser scenarios using proxemics cues.
However, projection onto dynamic curved surfaces
inherently introduces distortion in the shape of the contents.
This, and the uneven brightness distribution typical in fog
screens (i.e. Mie scattering) can seriously hinder its use.
We contribute a projection algorithm to overcome these
limitations. The algorithm computes the contents as they
should be seen from the users’ point of view (i.e. eye
position). Then, for each pixel projected on the curved
display surface, the algorithm determines the color that
should be mapped to that pixel using the 3D position of the
point on the screen and the location of the user’s eyes.

Modular design

Although a full description of the algorithm is provided later
in the paper, the explanation above helps illustrate how our
algorithm requires accurate registration of all users’ eyes,
projector and the 3D shape of the display itself.

Figure 2 shows the modules in our shape changing fog screen
in detail: the air curtain module, the manifold actuator
module and the flow filter module. The air curtain module
consists of a 7 x 3 array of 12 cm ARX DC ceramic bearing
fans (291.6 m3/h), covering the entire display area (84 cm x

While the first two are common in VR and projection
mapping systems, the real-time characterization of the
display shape remains a specific challenge of MistForm and
one that we address in this paper, as described in the
following section.

SHAPE RECONSTRUCTION

This section provides a deeper description of our reconstruction approach, to aid replication by other researchers.
Modeling of pipe shapes

The deformation of our fog screen is driven by the
displacements of our five actuators and the two fixed ends of
the display. Our choice of stepper motors allows for
controlled positioning of the display, as long as the actuators
speed and torque limits are met.
According to these criteria, it should be possible to create a
direct mapping between the number of steps taken from our
homing position (s), steps per revolution (S=200), number of
teeth in our gear (T=11) and the pitch of our raft (P=1.9 cm),
and the location 𝑥𝑖 of our servo as shown in Eq. (1).
𝑠𝑖
(1)
𝑥𝑖 = ∙ 𝑇 ∙ 𝑃
𝑆
̅ ∈ ℝ 5. Our goal is
These five inputs are defined as a vector 𝒙
to estimate the 3D position v of each point of our display
̅ . To retrieve these
surface, given a specific input vector 𝒙
points we projected a sparse set of 15x8 points evenly
distributed across the display volume.
This allows us to use a data driven approach, formulating our
goal as the computation of the position of these projected
points, V = {𝒗𝟏 , ..., 𝒗𝑹𝒙𝑪 } ⊆ ℝ4, where R=8, C=15 and
N=R∙C. Later on, spline fitting will allow us to interpolate
intermediate 3D points.
For our explanations, we will make use of homogeneous
coordinates (i.e. 3D points as 𝒗𝒊 (𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛, 1) ∈ ℝ4 ),
homogeneous 4x4 matrices and right hand systems of
reference. This will ease our later explanation of our
projection algorithm. For some explanations, we will
4N
vectorize V = {𝑣𝑖 }𝑁
𝑖=1 into a column vector V∈ ℝ ,
̅ ∈ ℝ5
representing the sparse shape to compute for a given 𝒙
(i.e. display state). To describe a set C of these variables, we
̅c, with c ∈ C.
will label them as Vc = {𝑣𝑛𝑐 }𝑁
𝑛=1 , Vc and 𝒙
Ground Truth Capture

Our data driven approach to reconstruct the display shape
requires the acquisition of training data. We then use part of
this data to correlate the display state to screen shape, and the
rest to later validate the correctness of our model.
Preparing for data acquisition

We used a stereoscopic camera (Stereo Labs ZED) to capture
25 images of a checkerboard of known size (10x7tiles, 2.4cm
side) at different positions and orientations in front of the
camera. We then used the approach by Zhang et al. [47] to
retrieve each camera’s intrinsic and distortion parameters
and their position relative to the checkerboard in each image.
We then used Levenberg–Marquardt optimization method
[22] to compute the relative position from one camera to
another. We finally used a checkerboard placed at a known
position, to retrieve the position of the camera pair relative
𝑐𝑎𝑚
to MistForm (see 𝑀𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛
in Figure 3(A)).

Figure 3. Sampling ground truth data: we projected an array
of 15x8points on the display and used a calibrated stereo
camera (i.e. intrinsics and extrinsics) to retrieve 1023 samples.
Dataset construction

When we project our static pattern of 15x8 points (see Figure
3(B)), the setup above allows us to use stereo triangulation
to detect their 3D coordinates 𝒘𝒊 (𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛, 1) ∈ ℝ4 , relative to
the stereo camera. Points are then transformed to MistForm’s
𝑐𝑎𝑚
space using our camera extrinsics as 𝒗𝒊 = 𝑀𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛
∙ 𝒘𝒊 .
We collected data from J=1023 random shapes, recording the
̅) and three samples of our 15x8 projected
actuators’ input (𝒙
points. We created our ground truth V as the average of these
𝐽
three samples, creating our fixed dataset D = {{ 𝑥𝑗 , 𝑉𝑗 }𝑗=1
},
that we will use for training (subset M, with 800 samples)
and evaluation (subset E with 223 samples) to assess the
quality of our model.
Data driven Shape reconstruction
Regularized Least Square Linear Regression Model

̅), we use
To predict shape V from the five actuators’ input (𝒙
̅ T 𝑾 where 𝑾 ∈ ℝ5xN.
a linear regression model: V= 𝒙
Our five actuators move linearly along the Z axis and our
projected pattern (15 horizontal dots) assures at least 3 or 4
points fall between two actuators, giving enough resolution
to reconstruct the shape of the pipe between two actuators.
Very little variation is expected along the Y axis, as our
laminar filter module creates a thin straight layer of fog
flowing downwards. Therefore, we can reasonably assume
̅).
the linear relationship between 𝑉 and actuator’s input (𝒙
̅ 1, . . . , 𝒙
̅ M ]T∈ℝ|𝐌|𝑥5 and Y = [V1 T , . . . , VM T ]
Let X=[ 𝒙
Mx4N
∈ ℝ
. Applying Regularized Least Square method, we
can calculate the optimized value of 𝑾 as follows:
𝑾∗ = arg min ||𝐘 − 𝐗𝐖 ||22 + 𝜆||𝐖||2 (2)
W

5x4N

where 𝑾 ∈ ℝ
is the linear regression weight matrix and
𝜆 is a regularization parameter to penalize large, complex 𝑾
value. The solution has the following closed form, where I ∈
ℝ5x5 is the identity matrix:
𝑾∗ = (𝐗 T 𝐗 + 𝜆𝐈)−1 𝐗 𝑇 𝐘

(3)

To account for missing data in our set M, we relied on our
assumption that points remain constant across Y (i.e. fog
flows downwards). Thus, we assign missing Y values to the
average Y value of the corresponding row, and missing X
and Z values to the average X and Z values of the column.
After the imputation process, we use this complete training
data matrix to solve Eq. (3), producing a matrix 𝑾.

Matrix 𝑾 allows us to estimate the position of a sparse set of
15x8 points on our fog screen at run time. The continuous
shape (intermediate points) is interpolated using cubic
splines. Our 800 shapes of training data is robust enough to
consider drift effects (i.e. missed steps) for moderate periods
of time, but we still use the mechanical switches to reset
position when actuators reach the end of their range.
Shape reconstruction evaluation

We evaluated our shape reconstruction model using our
evaluation set E (223 shapes). Here we report the accuracy
achieved and analyze the causes of error by visualizing the
error distribution on the fog screen at the XY plane.
To gain insight on the error introduced by the turbulence of
the fog itself, independently of the shape, we first measured
the deviation between the three measurements we took from
each point, for each given shape. For a fixed point, we
averaged its deviation across all the different shapes, to
provide an estimate of the flow turbulence at that point.
Figure 4 (left) shows the application of this process to all
points across the display (i.e. display turbulence). The
average deviation across all points is 0.94 cm, with a
minimum deviation of 0.21 cm to the top of the display and
up to 3.8 cm to the bottom right. The five black arrows mark
X positions of our actuators, to evaluate their effects.
We can observe higher error patterns at the left and right
sides caused by: a) friction between the moving laminar flow
(both fog and protective air) and outer non-moving air; and
b) blending between neighboring pixels [35], which made
measurements less accurate. High error values are also
present to the bottom of the fog screen, as a result of flow
becoming more turbulent (and nonlinear) as it travels away
from the flow filter module. It is worth noting that, while the
top of the display shows less turbulence (smaller deviation),
there is a point of high error in the top center position. This
position matches the location of our projector through the
display and we believe the bright spot around the projector
could make the detection of projected points around that area
less reliable.
Figures 4 (right) shows the average error from our regression
model across the display. The global average error of the
model is 1.2 cm, with a maximum error of 1.84 cm to the
bottom of the display around X=-20 cm. A minimum error
of 0.41cm is located around the top center. We found this
average error acceptable as it lies in the order of magnitude
of the inherent turbulence (0.94 cm) and the thickness of our
fog screen (~2.0 cm).
The error is also more evenly distributed than in the previous
configuration, but it still shows the same tendencies we
observed from the Figure 4(left), showing higher values at
the bottom and both sides of the fog screen. The transition
from laminar to turbulent flow is more noticeable below Y =
-45 cm, again leading to higher errors in the shape
estimation.

Figure 4. Estimation of the turbulence across the display (left)
and reconstruction error from our regression model (right).
Black arrows indicate step motor X positions.

There are unexpected high error bands around X = -20 cm
(between the first and second stepper motor), not observed
in Figure 4(left), indicating a lower predictability of that part
of the pipe. After post-hoc investigation of the pipe and the
step motors connection, we found that the length of the
flexible pipe between these stepper motors was slightly
longer than others sections, which resulted in a more flexible
(and less predictable) part of the display.
Shape control: from intended shape to actuators’ input

Our Regression model allows us to, given the actuators input,
compute the resulting display shape. However, in most
situations (as exemplified later in our examples), we will
need the reverse process: to compute what the input must be
to produce a desired shape.
Unfortunately, our method does not support inverse
regression (i.e. not invertible matrix). We implemented a
simple gradient descent method which, given a set of input
points, finds the actuator’s input that results in a shape
minimizing error (i.e. sum of the squares of the distances).
We use Eq. (1) to produce the first estimation for actuators
position and resulting shape, which we refine iteratively. At
each step we compute the gradient for each actuator (i.e. how
much a change of one step affects error), and iterate for the
actuator maximizing gradient (minimizing error).
PROJECTING ON MISTFORM

The model described above allows us to control the 3D shape
of our fog surface. However, as introduced earlier,
observers’ location and projector’s parameters are also
required to correct shape distortion and uneven brightness.
We first describe the process followed to calibrate our
projector and then provide a detailed description of our
rendering process. We finally provide an evaluation,
assessing the final round trip reprojection error a user would
perceive, as a result of inaccuracies in our calibration and 3D
reconstruction method.
Projector calibration

We used a projector-camera system (inFocus In116A and
Kinect v1) to determine their intrinsic and extrinsic
properties. We first determined projector’s intrinsics and its
position relative to our depth camera and then computed the
position of our camera relative to MistForm.

Projector’s intrinsics and extrinsics relative to Kinect were
computed by using a sparse dataset of points mapping
projector 2D coordinates to Kinect 3D coordinates (fixed 9x6
checkerboard projected onto a flat white board, collecting a
total of 594 points). We used the approach by Zhang et al.
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗
[47] to retrieve our projector’s extrinsics ( 𝑀𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡 ) and
intrinsics, and transformed the intrinsics matrix1 into the
equivalent projection matrix (Pproj).
We determined the position of Kinect relative to MistForm
𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡
(𝑀𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛
) using a checkerboard, as we did with our stereo
camera before. This allows us to compute the position of the
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗
𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡
projector to MistForm as 𝑀𝑠 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 = 𝑀𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛
∙ 𝑀𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡 .
Rendering algorithm

MistForm’s rendering algorithm makes use of several stages,
explained in the following subsections. Our current
implementation of MistForm with a single 3D projector can
provide support for stereoscopic rendering for two users
(exemplified later in the paper), but the same algorithm can
apply to glasses-free multi-projector arrays supporting
several users. Also, our brightness compensation makes use
of the attenuation profile of fog. However, using other
profiles (e.g. BRDF of cotton fabric) would allow the
algorithm to be reused for other shape changing displays.
Rendering user specific views

For a variable number of N users, we produce a set of 2∙N
observer views 𝐸, one for each eye (Figure 5 illustrates an
example for one user, for simplicity). In the case of a multiprojector array, one observer view would be computed per
𝑒𝑖
projector. Let 𝑒𝑖 ∈ 𝐸 be an observer view, 𝑀𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛
its
position relative to MistForm and 𝑃𝑒𝑖 the projection matrix
that determines what the eye would see through MistForm’s
from panel (defined by corners 𝑇𝐿(−0.45, 0, 0.18) and
𝐵𝑅(0.45, 0.56,0.18)).

We then render the 3D scene into a texture 𝑡𝑖 , capturing the
observer’s view of the 3D scene from its position. This
produces a total set of textures 𝑇 = ⋃2𝑁
𝑖=1{𝑡𝑖 }, with the views
of all N users around the display.
Geometric Compensation

Compensation of geometric distortion in each texture 𝑡𝑖 can
be faced as a projection mapping problem. Using our
regression model, we create a 3D model of the current shape
of the fog surface, and render it from the projector’s
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗
perspective (i.e. using 𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗 and 𝑀𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 ), which allows us
to control the projection on each point of the fog surface.
We created a custom fragment shader that reprojects each
fragment (i.e. point on the fog screen) to observer’s space
and then retrieves the colour that should be projected on that
point from 𝑡𝑖 . Let 𝑓𝑁𝐷𝐶 be the coordinates of the screen point
in projector’s NDC space. Its mapping to observers’ NDC
coordinates (𝑓𝑂 ) can be computed as shown in Eq.(4).
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗

𝑒𝑖
𝑓𝑂 = 𝑃𝑒𝑖 ∙ (𝑀𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛
)−1 ∙ 𝑀𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 ∙ (𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗 )−1 ∙ 𝑓𝑁𝐷𝐶 (4)

The mapping from observer’s NDC to UV texture
coordinates can then be easily computed as in Eq.(5).
(𝑢, 𝑣)𝑡𝑖 = (0.5 ∙ (𝑓𝑂 . 𝑥 + 1), 0.5 ∙ (1 − 𝑓𝑂 . 𝑦 )

(5)

It must be noted that all matrices (and their inverse) involved
in this reprojection algorithm are constant across all pixels in
a frame and can be precomputed once per frame. Thus, only
matrix multiplications are required, incurring on minimal
performance hit.
Brightness Compensation

We follow the approach described by Martinez et al. [31] to
correct uneven brightness (see Figure 6), but instead of using
a sparse attenuation mask and interpolation, we apply it on a
per pixel basis in the fragment shader. We do this by
encoding the attenuation profile (i.e. mapping cos 𝛼 to the
inverse of the brightness distribution) as a precomputed
texture. This is then used by our fragment shader to correct
brightness on each pixel, based on the dot product between
the projected ray and the observer (see angle 𝛼 in Figure 5).
Evaluation

Figure 5. Example of rendering algorithm for a user that
computes the views for each user’s eyes through MistForm’s
front panel. Each pixel F projected on the screen is reprojected
towards the observer (F’), to determine its color.
1

http://ksimek.github.io/2012/08/13/introduction/

To demonstrate our algorithm can correct the projection
distortion induced by the shape of the screen, we displayed
several virtual spheres on 50 different fog shapes (Figure 7,
left), and analyzed their reprojection error (i.e. distance
between where each sphere should be seen and where it was
actually detected). To do this, we used a calibrated camera at
70 cm in front of the display (i.e. position of an observer’s
eye). The spheres were distributed in three planes of 11x6
spheres, across MistForm’s volume (see enhanced working
volume for 3D free-hand interaction, later). We measured
reprojection error using three alternatives:
- No Correction: This mode illustrates the effect of not
taking the shape curvature into account. As a best effort
in this case, we compute perspective corrected views as
seen through the plane Z=0 (i.e. centre of the volume).

Figure 6. Example image without correction (A) and with
correction (B).

- Naïve Spline Reconstruction: We produced a naïve
reconstruction model based on cubic splines. We used the
displacement of our control points (Eq. (1)) and the
position of the two fixed ends of the pipe as control
points, to approximate the shape of the pipe, and simply
extruded this curve downwards (i.e. fog flowing
downwards), to estimate the shape of the display. The
projection algorithm proposed was used, the only change
was the reconstruction algorithm.
- Regression Model Reconstruction: We used our
regression based reconstruction method and projection
algorithm, as explained throughout the paper.
Figure 7 (right) shows the results obtained from each of these
three configurations. Unsurprisingly, the Naïve approach
yields very negative results, with an average reprojection
error of 12.34 + 8.9 px (mean and standard deviation).
Results only remain relatively low at the top centre of the
display, where the camera is aligned to the projector,
yielding minimum distortion. Considering our camera
location and extrinsic parameters, this can translate in an
error in the range of 0.49-3.02 cm. The high deviation in
error across the display also implies noticeable distortion as
content is moved across different points of the display.
Naïve Spline and Regression models resulted in average
errors of 6.36 + 3.72 px and 3.79 + 2.2 px, respectively. Error
distribution follows our previous observations, being
relatively higher to the sides and bottom of the display. The
Spline model shows higher errors in the right side of the
display. This can indicate parts of the display with a more

complex dynamic behavior of the pipe, which does not adapt
to a Spline model defined by the position of the actuators
alone. In this part of the display, the additional resolution in
our model (i.e. we projected 3-4 points between each two
actuators) allows our model to capture these behaviours,
resulting in a more stable error distribution. These models
result in average errors of 0.91 cm for the Spline model and
0.55 cm for Regression. This difference might not seem
enough to justify our more complex reconstruction approach,
however, we believe the results from our model could be
subject to a ceiling effect due to the inherent turbulence in
the fog. Besides, the higher deviation in error in the Spline
model (error in the range of 0.37 – 1.43 cm) results in a less
stable correction as contents are moved across the display.
Our model provides more stable results (0.22 – 0.85 cm).
EXPLORING INTERACTION POSIBILITIES

The type of displays proposed in this paper inherit
affordances both from shape changing and fog displays.
However it’s the combination of both that enables new
interaction possibilities, both for 2D and 3D content. We first
identify these novel affordances and then discuss the
opportunities they raise for 2D and 3D interaction.
Identifying affordances
Blending, uneven brightness and shape changes:

Fog screens introduce visual artefacts due to directional light
scattering (uneven brightness) and volumetric scattering
(blending pixels) of small particles [31, 34]. Blending to
neighbouring pixels is related to the thickness of the fog
display. Light starts scattering as it travels through the fog
curtain, which will make it visible in other areas/pixels of the
display (see red area in Figure 8(A)). Thus blending will be
minimal where projector’s light rays are perpendicular to the
fog surface and increase to the sides.
Uneven brightness is also related to the angle between the
projector rays and the observer, making the display brighter
between the observer and the projector and decreasing to the
sides (yellow represents brightness in Figure 8(A)).

Figure 7. We projected virtual spheres distributed across MistForm’s working space (top left), using 50 different shapes (bottom
left). We report the reprojection error for three different approaches: no correction, Naïve Spline correction and using our model.

only see our hand in focus in the 7cm in front of the display
(43 cm ~ 2.3DPT), which means we will only be able to
interact comfortably with 3D contents inside those 7 cm.

Figure 8. (A) Interplay between the position of the display,
brightness and blending with neighbouring pixels. Both effects
become more apparent when the display moves close to the user
(B), and decrease with distance (C)

In a system such as MistForm (with the user standing at an
interactive range to the display and the projector far away)
small displacements of the screen can have a drastic
influence on these effects. As shown in Figure 8(B), when
MistForm is at its closest position to a user, both uneven
brightness and blending become more significant than with
the display 18 cm further to the back (Figure 8(C)).
MistForm’s shape change capabilities not only attenuate
such common issues but also turn issues into controllable
features, which enable zones of shared visibility (Fig. 9(C)),
personalized 2D (Fig.9(D) and Fig.10(B)) and 3D (Fig.12)
views, as we explain in the following next sections.
Zone of Comfort(ZoC), fog screens and shape changes:
Auto-stereoscopic, multi-view and, in general, any planar 3D
displays only allow small working volumes, due to the
interplay between vergence-accommodation conflict [13]
and the limited depth of field (DOF) of the human eye.
When seeing 3D content in these displays, our eyes converge
on the 3D object, but they must focus on the display surface
(i.e. vergence-vs-accomodation). Given the DOF of our eyes
(+0.3 dioptres(DPT)), only real objects within 0.3DPT of the
display surface will also be in focus, which defines the
display’s zone of comfort (ZoC) [41]. Thus, if we focus at a
display within our arms’ reach (e.g.50 cm ~ 2 DPT), we will

In comparison, MistForm offers two advantages. First, being
immaterial, our hands can access the space behind the
display surface. In the example above this would give access
to an extra 9 cm (59 cm ~ 1.7DPT) resulting in a ZoC of
16cm. Secondly, by moving the fog surface, the location of
this bigger ZoC can be dynamically adjusted. Tracking user’s
focus (e.g. gaze or hand trackers), the dynamic ZoC can move
to keep both hands and 3D content within the +0.3DPT
range, allowing comfortable interaction (no accommodation
issues). Contents outside, would still be correctly visible
(using our algorithm), but the adjustable ZoC should move
towards them if we also want to interact with them. Our
implementation (later in the paper) describes how this can be
used to increase the working volume from 7cm up to 30 cm.
Interacting with 2D content:

When not using 3D glasses, MistForm can be used to display
2D content on its display surface. The geometric
compensation is not needed here, but the display’s shape
reconstruction will still be needed to wrap contents correctly
(e.g. make the curvature of a dialog window match the actual
curvature of the screen) and to allow user’s input to be
mapped to content correctly (e.g. map a finger touch to a
small button).
Exploiting the relationship between brightness, blending and
shape, MistForm’s projection surface can adapt to the
position of users in front of it. For a single user, a concave
shape can cover the space his arms can reach comfortably
(Figure 9(A)). The central part of the shape would minimize
artefacts, enabling a main space for interaction. The space to
the periphery, would suffer both from blending and lower
brightness, being more appropriate for holding peripheral
content. Adapting the shape as the user moves (Figure 9(B))
can keep contents within reach or even at constant positions
relative to the user (central or peripheral), as a reduced
version of the personal Cockpit [9].
If a second user joins, this affordance can be applied to
reinforce proxemics interactions between the users [5]. For
collaborating users (see Figure 9(C)), the display should be

Figure 9. Examples for 2D interaction. (A) A convex shape produces a central region with optimum visibility, with bigger distortion
to the sides. (B) This shape can adapt to user’s displacements in front of the display. (C) Concave shapes offer support for close
collaboration, while a triangular shape creates regions for personal interaction (D).

Figure 10. Convex shapes adapt well for single user scenarios
(A). Triangular shapes create disjoint spaces for two users (B)

Figure 12. Triangular shapes provide users with independent
3D views, while minimizing visibility of the other user’s view.

placed to the back of their o-space (but still within the limits
of the user’s reach). This will assure brightness is more even
for both observers, while retaining the spatial features of the
F-formation.

Figure 11(A) and (B) illustrate how, for a user standing at 32
cm from our display, the range of our linear actuators (18cm)
is enough to cover this working volume. In this situation, for
any 3D content shown inside the working volume, it is
possible to place the diffuser surface within 03.DPT distance,
assuring that both the object and the user’s hands interacting
with it stay within the ZoC (dotted line).

In contrast, if users break apart to focus on individual tasks
(e.g. separation, divergent users’ views), the display could
progressively vary shape from a concave to an almost
triangular shape (see Figure 9(D)), creating a differentiated
surface for each user. Unlike the previous configuration, this
would result in very different angles between each point of
the screen and the observers. While the space in front of each
user offers good visibility, their visibility of the other user’s
space would suffer from high brightness attenuation and
blending, which both work together to create personal spaces
for each user (see Figure 10(B)).
Interacting with 3D content
Enhanced working volume for free-hand 3D interaction

MistForm was designed relying on the possibility to
dynamically adjust the ZoC of the display, by adjusting the
position and shape of the fog display.
Our implementation offers a total working volume of up to
30cm, covering the space where an average male adult user
can interact comfortably. We used the ergonomic metric
RULA [21] and computed minimum (i.e. upper arm at -10°;
and lower arm at 100°) and maximum interaction distances
(i.e. upper arm at 45°; and lower arm at 80°). Using average
anthropometric measurements (i.e. upper and lower arm
length of 36.88 and 35.92 cm), this results in a working
volume of 28.8cm and 55.4cm, which aligns with estimates
by other researchers (e.g. 0.4-0.8 arm’s length as in [44]).

In our implementations, we use user’s hand position to detect
the intent of his/her interaction. The bounding box of the
objects within 7cm to the hand are fed to our shape control
algorithm to automatically determine the best display
position. This binary condition can cause sudden changes of
shape when hand movement makes an object fall out of the
range, and progressive approaches should be used instead.
Support for multiuser scenarios

The dependency between brightness, blending and shape
allows MistForm to deliver different 3D views to its users,
within some limits.
Multiview support is depicted in Figure 12, and it is based on
the use of triangular shapes. As explained in our multiuser
2D scenarios, this configuration maximizes the difference in
perceived brightness between the two regions of the display
and was used as a way to enforce disjoint working spaces.
Here we use this same property to allow for different
perspectives of the same shared 3D object, presented in the
o-space between the users. Each user will see a bright image
of the 3D object from his/her perspective, while only getting
a residual image (less bright and distorted) from the other
user’s perspective.
Our approach cannot allow for full multiuser 3D support (e.g.
contents spanning across the whole screen) and can only
dedicate specific parts of the display to each user. However
this can still be interesting to examine common objects of
interest, it can be supported with a conventional 3D projector
and can be combined with personalized 2D contents to
support mixed focus scenarios as those in [31].
DISCUSSION

Figure 11. Our actuator’s range (18cm) is enough to
dynamically extend the display’s zone of comfort to all the
range an average male user can reach comfortably, by
adjusting the position of the fog screen.

MistForm is the first system to explore the novel interactive
possibilities that raise from combining: a) the inherent
properties of fog as a display medium; and b) the ability to
dynamically track and move the immaterial screen to affect
its visual properties. Our exploration shows how this can
offer exciting possibilities. Adjusting the shape of the display
can be used to reduce blending and uneven brightness,

known issues in fog displays. Besides, using shape changes
can transform these issues into useful controllable features.
We explore this approach, identifying display configurations
to optimize visibility to all users, or to produce personalized
regions to specific users. Combining these patterns with
proxemics or ergonomics considerations and specific use
cases, have allowed us to identify interesting usage scenarios.
Moving the fog surface enables a dynamic/movable zone of
comfort (ZoC). This has allowed us to produce a prototype
which (using a relatively small actuation range of 18 cm)
provides a working volume over four times bigger than an
alternative planar 3D display and can cover the comfortable
interactive range of an adult user. MistForm’s dynamic ZoC
can offer a flexible alternative to other display techniques in
scenarios where 3D interaction with our real hands, real tools
or semiotic gestures to co-workers are important. For
instance, in a 3D CAD application, a designer using a CAVE
would only be able to interact comfortably with 3D contents
inside a few centimeters in front of the display. Proxies
(virtual hands, pointers) allow for interaction beyond this
space, but at the expense of the expressiveness of the users’
real hands (eyes focus on the CAVE wall, not on the hands).
If the designer needs to be aware of a client’s feedback (e.g.
client pointing to a part of a 3D object), the designer will be
forced to switch focus between the display surface (to see the
content) and the client’s hand (to see the gesture). This can
hinder collaboration and add unnecessary visual fatigue
(shifting focus between hands and display even if both are
virtually close). VR solutions can attenuate these issues (no
shifts in focus), but direct facial expressions are occluded and
collaboration is limited by the expressiveness of the
mediators (avatars) used.
Benefits also apply in training scenarios like Surgery, where
tools (e.g. scalpel) are central to the task. MistForm allows
hands, scalpel and (virtual) organs to remain in focus.
Awareness of their surrounding (no HMDs) would allow
trainees to look and engage with other users as in the real
world (nurses in an operation theater).
The approach and methods described, and their evaluation
using our MistForm prototype, should also serve as a basis
for other researchers exploring this space, helping them solve
the most demanding challenges involved.
The prototype presented, however, is not free of limitations.
Our naïve choice of actuators and fans is noisy (66dBA at a
user’s interaction area), which can hinder interaction,
moreover when considering collaborative scenarios (i.e. talk
to peers while collaborating).
Using an aerosol heavier than air (e.g. cooling down fog, or
using dry ice) could be first venue to explore. Our fog aerosol
is lighter than air, which forces us to use a relatively faster
flow of air to achieve the desired display height. A heavier
aerosol would perform with a slower flow, allowing the use
of less powerful (and less noisy) blowers.

A better choice of linear actuators could also reduce noise
even further, and could also improve MistForm’s ability to
adjust its Zone of Comfort (currently limited to 40 cm/s),
making it suitable for tasks requiring faster hand motion.
Our choice of active shutter glasses also affects perceived
brightness, which could become an issue if bigger form
factors are explored (i.e. brightness would become even
lower to the sides, and shutter glasses would further decrease
brightness). Although this is not an issue in our system, this
choice of 3D technology was simply a matter of convenience
and we would recommend interested practitioners to use
alternative technologies, such as passive glasses. This would
involve the calibration of a second projector, but the methods
and algorithms described here can still be applied.
Using multiple projectors is another interesting line of
exploration. As demonstrated by Yagi et al. [45], a multiview display could be created using a dense array of
projectors, removing the need for 3D glasses. Besides, as
these rely on using the brighter parts of the scattering
function (i.e. users see the pixels from the projector that is
directly aligned to their eyes), this would allow for the use of
less bright projectors and still make better use of their
brightness profile. Moving the display surface relative to the
user could also help align the views to the user’s eyes,
avoiding crosstalk between views.
CONCLUSION

MistForm is a novel display technology combining the
affordances of shape changing and fog displays. We
presented a suitable design and identified challenges related
to this technology, addressing the estimation of the display
shapes created and a projection algorithm to remove optical
artefacts (geometric and brightness compensation). We
evaluated both our reconstruction and projection algorithms,
showing that our approach can successfully minimize
distortion due to projecting on changing surfaces.
We then explored the novel possibilities enabled by
combining the shape changing and mid-air nature of our
system. For example, MistForm can use shape changes to
affect how brightness and blending affects different areas of
the display, and we show how this can be used to support
different scenarios involving single or multiple users.
We also show how moving the fog surface can create a
dynamic zone of comfort for the display, enabling free hand
interaction over bigger volumes without vergence vs
accommodation issues. We believe these features illustrate
the potential of MistForm to enable new forms of interaction
and collaboration.
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